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Introduction
The brain has a remarkable capacity for plastic modifications where cortical areas are able to switch to a new selection-preference in relation to the stimulus. For instance, V1 neurons are selective for stimuli features such as orientation, spatial frequency, direction and speed (Dragoi et al., 2000; Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Kohn and Movshon, 2004; Marshansky et al., 2011; Movshon, 1975) , but can modify their selectivity in order to functionally reorganize the visual cortex as an « adapted cortex » to altered stimulation. Primary visual neurons are organized into cortical domains exhibiting specific connections (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Stratford et al., 1996; Yoshimura et al., 2000) .
Visual training impinges upon the spiking activity of neuronal populations (Bachatene et al., 2012; Bachatene et al., 2013; Dragoi et al., 2000; Ghisovan et al., 2009; Kohn and Movshon, 2004; Patterson et al., 2013) , hence it may influence the dynamic modulation of functional relationships between cells. Indeed, the primary visual cortex recalibrates its inputs to reconfigure information processing which results in modified neuronal connectivity after plasticity phenomenon (Fahle, 2004) .
Many studies have shown that neuronal connectivity is related to the stimuli preference of neurons; cellular projections are higher between neurons sharing similar preferred features (Ko et al., 2011; Stepanyants et al., 2008) . For example, cells exhibiting similar orientation selectivity are grouped into orientation columns (Alloway and Roy, 2002; Bartho et al., 2004; Csicsvari et al., 1998; Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Yoshimura et al., 2005) . Following cortical plasticity, the neurons change their selectivity (Bachatene et al., 2012; Dragoi et al., 2000; Ghisovan et al., 2009 ) and the cortex is reorganized (Dragoi et al., 2000; Godde et al., 2002) , however, the mechanisms conferring a novel circuitry on cortical neurons are as yet unknown. Here, we seek to examine the impact of adaptation on connectivity between V1 neurons. Crosscorrelation computations signify inter-neuronal relationships that are indicative of functional connections emerging from coordinated neural activities of involved neurons (Bartho et al., 2004; Denman and Contreras, 2013; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Hata et al., 1991; Konig et al., 1995; Perkel et al., 1967) . Moreover, crosscorrelograms (CCG) calculate a peak-strength which yields an index of connectivity between neurons (Alloway and Roy, 2002; Wise et al., 2010) . Significant peaks within a short time-window in the CCG's are indicative of putative functional linkages between units (Bartho et al., 2004; Denman and Contreras, 2013; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Kara and Reid, 2003; Perkel et al., 1967) . In the present investigation, we used crosscorrelation analyses to examine connection probabilities between V1 neuronal pairs sharing similar pre-and post-adaptation orientation-selectivity in order to reveal plastic changes in dynamic functional connectivity. In other words, how is the neural coding altered after experience-dependent plasticity? We report that visual adaptation considerably modulates the peaks-strengths among individual neuron-pairs, however, on average, peaks-strengths are not significantly different pre-and post-adaptation. Such adjustments involving cellpairs in V1 while preserving the global time relationships between neuronal spikes allow constancy within neuronal properties of an assembly of cells and at the same time adaptability to visual stimuli modifications (Benucci et al., 2013) .
Results
We measured extracellular spiking activity of V1 neurons in response to visual orientation gratings after spike sorting protocol within layers II/III. The current investigation was focused on how visual adaptation (prolonged presentation of a non-preferred orientation stimulus within the receptive field of neurons) affects this functional dynamic. In total, 166 cells were recorded, and 105 pairs were selected based on the similarity of orientation-preference pre-and post-adaptation.
Peaks-strengths pre-and post-adaptation: a typical cell-pair example
The computations in Fig. 1 display a typical example of CCG analysis for a cell-pair (both cells exhibited ±22° similar pre-and post-adaptation selectivity). We first isolated single units from multi-unit spiking activity (see methods). The raster plots and peri-stimulus time histograms are shown in Fig. 1B . The inserted histograms (on the right) display the push-pull effect at both orientations of interest, the spiking activity at the initial optimal orientation declines post-adaptation, and the firing rate at the new preferred orientation (evoking weak responses pre-adaptation) increases after visual adaptation. This is demonstrated by the respective tuning curves for both neurons (Fig. 1C) . The raw orientation tuning curves revealed that both cells had ± 22° similar preferred orientation (pink neuron: 3.9 ± 2.06 Hz at 67.5°, blue neuron: 3.19 ± 1.21 Hz at 90°). After 12 minutes of visual adaptation to a non-preferred orientation (indicated by the downward black arrows), both tuning curves shifted their peaks to 157.5° and 0° for pink and blue neurons, respectively (pink neuron: 3.7 ± 1.65 Hz at 157°, blue neuron: 1.6 ± 0.94 Hz at 0°). Thereafter, shift-corrected CCG's were computed to reveal the dynamic functional links between cell-pairs (see methods for details). Fig. 1D represents the CCG's analysis for neurons shown in Fig. 1A at similar original and novel preferred orientations (pre-adaptation condition is displayed on the left and post-adaptation on the right). In this example, neuron 1 (pink unit) was set as the reference neuron and neuron 2 (blue unit) as the target unit. The peaks-strengths at the original optimal orientation decreased from 0.040 to 0.015 after adaptation with a large decorrelation (see also next section for general distribution). However, for the new optimal orientation, we observed a decrease from 0.040 to 0.034 and the correlation was maintained (significant peak). This reflects the dynamic functional linkage due to visual adaptation. It is to be mentioned that the aim of this study was to investigate direct functional relationships between specific neurons. Therefore, the analyses were focused on significant peaks offset from zero mark in the CCG, such analysis is a useful method to interpret the putative functional links between neurons (Bartho et al., 2004; Csicsvari et al., 1998; Denman and Contreras, 2013; Fujisawa et al., 2008) .
Adaptation influences the correlation between units
The next figure illustrates on a global scale the changing strength of connectivity (as reflected from the peaks-strengths) for all neuronal pairs sharing the same pre-and postadaptation orientation-selectivity. Fig. 2A shows, on a cell-pair basis, the correlation of the peaks-strengths for the highest bins (>95%, time-window ± 5 ms) in the CCG's prior and post-adaptation, at original optimal orientation (left graph) and new optimal orientation (right graph). For the original optimal orientation, we obtained 87 cases of significant CCG's (peaks above 95% of the confidence line) before and/or after adaptation. At the new optimal orientation, 75 significant cases were obtained.
Thereafter, we correlated the peaks-strengths of neuronal pairs pre-and post-adaptation for both orientations (original and new optimal). The resultant linear regression analysis is shown in Fig. 2A . The dotted line in each graph represents the best-fit 45 degree line passing through the origin. The peak-strength before adaptation is indicated on the Xaxis, whereas the Y-axis shows the peak-strength following adaptation. The solid black line in each graph corresponds to the linear regression trend with the value of the coefficient of determination (R 2 ). R 2 equals 0.17 and 8.10 -5 for the original optimal orientation (left) and the new optimal orientation (right), respectively. Such a wide distribution of dots points to the fact that adaptation redistributes (decrease or increase of the peaks-strengths) the time-relationship between spiking activities of neuronal pairs, even though the cells are sharing the same orientation-selectivity following adaptation.
We suggest that adaptation disturbs the original inter-neuronal relationships, thereby either erasing or establishing new functional connections to frame novel connectomes as a result of the emergence of newly acquired firing patterns of involved neurons.
The number of cases for diminution and augmentation of the peaks-strengths are as follows: at original optimal orientation, we found 49 cases (56%) of diminution and 38
cases (44%) of augmentation (n = 87), whereas, for new optimal orientation, a decrease was observed in 45 cases (60%), versus 30 cases (40%) of increase (n = 75) (see next section for details). In spite of the decorrelation following adaptation on cell-pair basis as evident from Fig. 2A, we note that in Fig. 2B , the very close superposition of the cumulative distribution of dots and curves indicates an absence of difference in global modification of the peaksstrengths in both conditions (control and post-adaptation) at each orientation of interest (original optimal and new optimal), thus suggesting that even though functional connections may change at the cell-pair basis, it is, however, likely on a populational scale that there is an inherent stability (homeostasis) to the network. Furthermore, we compared the functional connectivity between neurons sharing a ±22° orientation-preference-range and between differently tuned neurons (superior to 22° of orientationpreference-range, Fig. 2C ). We found a significant difference between these two groups (two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05). These results suggest that even though visual adaptation modifies the peaks-strengths of crosscorrelograms that may reflect the functional connections between neurons, cells that exhibit newly similar orientations remain more strongly connected in comparison to differently tuned cells. In addition, we calculated the peaks-strengths at the adapting orientation. Overall, the modulations of the peaksstrengths set the latter at about the same average values (Fig. 2D ).
Modulation of peak-strengths
Fig . 3 shows the population analysis of the peaks-strengths for both orientations of interest (original optimal and new optimal). We averaged the peaks-strengths for all neuronal pairs in pre-adaptation condition, and thereafter, the increase and decrease postadaptation. Fig. 3A displays all cellular pairs showing a decline of the peaks; the mean probabilities pre-and post-adaptation were 0.029 and 0.011 respectively for the original optimal orientation (n = 49, left, significant decrease of 0.018, two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05).
The same tendency is observed for the new optimal orientation (n = 45, right), i.e., a significant decline of 0.019 from 0.032 to 0.013 (paired two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05). Fig.   3B displays the group of pairs reacting with an increase in probability following adaptation (significant two-tailed paired t-tests for augmentation of the peaks-strengths for both original and new optimal orientations). Interestingly, the enhancement of the peak-strength for the new optimal orientation (right) is superior to the enhancement of the peak for the original optimal orientation (left); these increases are 0.027 and 0.015 respectively (One-tailed unpaired t-test, p < 0.05). This is the highest modulation for this group of cells that acquire a new optimal orientation.
These sets of data and particularly the regression analysis (Figs. 2, 3 ) suggest that even after visual adaptation, on average, the peaks-strengths are altered, yet, the constant application of the grating influences the time correlation of individual pairs of neurons in a flexible fashion. These computations suggest a lack of uniformity which, in turn, points toward the fact that adaptation adjusts the functional relationship between involved neurons. We suggest that such versatility in inter-neuronal relationships promotes flexibility, and, consequently, plasticity. To test whether these variations were due to spontaneous fluctuations of firing, peaks-strengths were compared for original orientations prior to, post-adaptation, and subsequently one hour after adaptation (recovery). An example of crosscorrelograms between two cells is illustrated in Fig. 3C (left). It shows the effect of adaptation on the correlation between spike trains of these Additionally, we compared the CCG-magnitudes between the stimulus-condition and the non-stimulus-condition (spontaneous activity of the recorded neurons), and found a significant difference (two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05). Crosscorrelogram-magnitudes during spontaneous activity were very low, suggesting that connectivity-strength is due to the presentation of stimulus rather than spontaneous neuronal firing (Fig. 3D ). Moreover, stimulation was repeated in order to compare the CCG-values at different times. Fig. 3E shows an example of two CCG's between two neurons at time t1 (attempt 1) and t2
(attempt 2); the time-laps between both attempts was one hour. The values of the CCGpeaks were 0.040 and 0.039, respectively. Taken together, these results demonstrate that the CCG's remain constant.
Dynamics of correlation
Firing rate of neurons pre-and post-visual adaptation is changed mostly for two main orientation classes: the original optimal orientation and the new acquired optimal orientation. It is changed in such a way that we generally notice a decline of evoked firing activity for the original preferred stimulus and an increase of elicited discharges for the new preferred stimulus by an already described push-pull mechanism, therefore leading to the observed shifts after the adaptation process (Bachatene et al., 2012; Bachatene et al., 2013; Ghisovan et al., 2009) . We thus calculated a Fano Factor (F = σ 2 / µ) by dividing the variance (σ 2 ) by the mean firing rate (µ) of every neuron from each pair; we then compared these factors in pre-and post-adaptation conditions. 
Relationship with neuronal behaviour
Adapting neurons to a non-preferred stimulus leads to two major effects on the orientation tuning curves. Neurons acquire a new optimal orientation close to the adapter in an attractive shift. The second effect is a shift away from the adapter. Despite the fact that adaptation maintains the functional connectivity by rebalancing the excitationinhibition and maintaining this ratio, we observed significant differences between attracted and retracted conditions ( This result may indicate a predictive effect of the neuronal behaviour by estimating the strength of connectivity between neurons.
Spike waveforms and tuning bandwidth
Cortical processing involves a necessary interplay between different neuronal types. Two major classes of neurons are classically distinguished: regular-spiking and fast-spiking cells (Bachatene et al., 2012; Bortone et al., 2014) . Fast-spiking neurons were identified by a narrow spike waveform (trough-to-peak time less than 0.5 ms, Fig. 6A ) whereas regular-spiking neurons had a longer trough-to-peak interval (greater than 0.5 ms, Fig.   6A ) (Bortone et al., 2014 ). An example of two neurons is shown in Fig. 6B indicating the respective spike wave-shapes of each neuron. The crosscorrelation computations were carried out between regular spiking neurons, between fast spiking neurons, and between both types of neurons. No significant difference was observed between cell types, that is, visual adaptation rebalances the functional connectivity strength among neurons by maintaining the global connectivity strength within neuronal networks made of regularspiking and fast-spiking neurons (Fig. 6C ).
Neurons in area 17 are remarkably selective for orientation (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959) .
The sharpness of orientation selectivity can be gauged by measuring the bandwidth at half height of the orientation Gaussian tuning curve (Moore et al., 2005; Ringach et al., 2002) . In the next analyses, we compared the peak-strength-modulation in relation to the tuning bandwidth. Fig. 6D shows the changes in the latter before and after adaptation.
Cell-classes are grouped depending on whether, following adaptation, the peak-strength decreased (red dots) or increased (green dots). Note that original and new optimal orientations are used as peak markers for tuning curves. Overall, the tuning bandwidth at half magnitude (FWHM: full width at half magnitude) is slightly diminished.
Interestingly, the narrowest bandwidth belongs to a particular group of neurons exhibiting the largest augmentation in the peaks-strengths (bandwidth values: green dots, original preferred orientation, non-significant from 29.41 to 21.20, new optimal orientation significant from 26.47 to 17.33, non-parametric Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.05, see Fig.   6D , right, green dots). Such a decrease strongly implies that adaptation induces the development of a jointly novel preferred orientation with a finer tuning curve. In addition, this specific group of cells exhibited the strongest enhancement of the peakstrength suggesting a closer time relationship between spike trains of involved cells.
Dynamics of a microcircuit: restructuring the neuronal assembly by adaptation
In previous sections, we demonstrated that the relationships between cells are modulated by adaptation. Indeed, some functional connections are strengthened while others are weakened, as revealed by CCG analyses. These modifications occur while both cells shift their preferred orientation to exhibit an almost identical new optimal orientation.
In the next section, we expand our analysis by constructing a peak-strength-matrix in a homogenous population, i.e., a group of simultaneously recorded neurons responding to the same original preferred stimulus and shifting their tuning curves after adaptation to the same new preferred orientation. Fig. 7 illustrates a typical example of a cluster of five cells recorded simultaneously and constituting a microcircuit with putative projections corresponding to the strength of connectivity as derived by crosscorrelation data. In some connections are strengthened while others are weakened, and few remain unchanged (for example, cell 1 -cell 5 pair, see Fig. 7C ; cell 1 projects on cell 5 almost with equal peak-strength pre-and post-adaptation, whereas cell 5 reverse projects with varying peak-strength before and after adaptation). The values of probabilities are indicated by the color scale on the right of each matrix. These matrices allowed plotting cell-assemblies for each case and each orientation of interest. Indeed, the linkage between similarly selective neurons within a group is modified as some connections emerge, while others are inhibited and some cells were functionally disconnected, for instance the green cell. Fig. 7D shows a microcircuit of the presented neurons putatively connected, red lines represent the newly formed projections after adaptation (in the displayed network, the red connection indicated the change of direction from cyan cell to blue cell) and the thickness of lines highlights the strength of projections between units.
Furthermore, for the same cell-assembly, we averaged the peaks-strengths of all connections for both orientations, in order to compare the global strength of functional connectivity between the same assembly prior to and post-adaptation (Fig. 7E) . The mean values for the peaks-strengths of matrices were not significant for both orientations (paired two-tailed t-test, p = 0.21 and 0.39 for original optimal and new optimal orientations, respectively).
This analysis underscores the following: adapting cells to a non-preferred orientation induces two major effects; first there is a change of the preferred orientation and second there is a modification of the connectivity of the neuronal network and consequently its dynamics. Overall, connectivity strength is maintained and redistributed to different neurons for the broadcast of the learned feature. An example of changes of an orientation polar map is shown in Figure 7F with a new orientation-configuration established postvisual adaptation .
Discussion
We examined functional time-relationships between spike trains of primary visual cortical neurons by computing crosscorrelation analyses for specific pairs of cells stimulated visually. Pairs of neurons were selected on the basis of their similar orientation-selectivity axis and post-adaptation behavior which lead to acquiring of same preferred orientation (for both neurons) after we imposed a visual "training" to non-preferred grating for 12 minutes. Crosscorrelogram data processing is a powerful in-situ tool for establishing the functional interactions between cells within sensory systems by indicating time-delay spiking activity between two neurons, where one neuron's spikes are set as reference to another neuron's spikes (target); therefore, it indicates putative functional projections between cells when it displays significant peaks within a short time-window reflecting direct functional relationships (Bartho et al., 2004; Denman and Contreras, 2013; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Konig et al., 1995; Perkel et al., 1967) . In this report, we aimed to investigate the linkage dynamics between neuron-pairs prior and post-visual adaptation to a non-preferred oriented grating in order to reveal the extent of changes in neuronal connectivity after cells adopted new orientation-selectivity.
Adaptation induced the following main results: the peaks-strengths that reflect cellular connectivity are disturbed and recalibrated after adaptation. Furthermore, the highest increase of the peak-strength belonged to cells that exhibited the sharpest bandwidth. In conclusion, there is an emergence of a novel sub-network after adaptation.
Methodological considerations
It was important to ask whether the disclosed functional connections were due to some physiological parameters such as anesthesia or attention. The brain state of an anaesthetized animal might control the number of responsive neurons and the magnitude of the firing rate. Rhythmic oscillations which permit the synchronization of neuronal population may also be recorded in an anesthetized state (Poulet and Petersen, 2008) .
Moreover, the sequence of stimuli presentations is unrelated to the spontaneous oscillatory activity of cortical rhythms of the anesthetized animals (Xing et al., 2012) . Furthermore, the stimuli were applied in a random fashion with interstimulus time intervals varying from 1 to 3 s. Since the recordings were done in the anesthetized cats, the response output of the cells for the presented stimulus cannot be attributed to the attention parameters (de Kock and Sakmann, 2009 ).
Time-relationships between action potentials of neurons in the circuits may go undetected due to low firing rates of neurons; however, this does not necessarily mean that temporal locking of neurons cannot be elicited with low firing rates of neurons. It has been demonstrated that the firing rates and peaks in CCG's are unrelated (Duret et al., 2006; Rolls and Treves, 2011; Shumikhina et al., 2004) .
In addition to the classical cells' isolation using spike wave-shapes, principal component analyses, and autocorrelation, it was important to ascertain that the isolated cells emerged from distinct templates; therefore we performed trial-count-correlation (TC) between every possible pair of neurons in order to compare the firing pattern between cells. To this aim, we used a 1 ms resolution. All correlations had a value inferior to 0.25 which ascertains that spike-trains emerged from different cells. Furthermore, we carried out these count correlations on a time-window of 4.1 s across all trials that corresponded to the presentation of the stimuli. Given that we divided the 4.1 s epoch into 1 ms time-bins
(1 ms resolution), the probability of synchronous spikes in the same template within this short time-window is exceedingly low.
Crosscorrelation and functional connections
Crosscorrelation computations have been used in neurophysiological analyses in order to reveal functional linkages between spike trains of two neurons recorded simultaneously (Perkel et al., 1967) . A synaptic connection can be attributed to correlation only under certain circumstances (Reid, 2012) , however, a time-relationship between the firing activity two neurons may be considered as a clue to temporal projections between two cells as the temporal delay in the crosscorrelograms may suggest modifications in wiring.
Temporal connections can be demonstrated by an increase in the firing probability of the postsynaptic neuron Reid, 2012) .
A typical CCG is generated with the aim of disclosing the significance level and strength of connectivity between two cells within a specific time-frame. Depending on the peakposition in the CCG's, the analyses revealed the spike timing of both neurons in relation to each other. However, it is worth noting that a typical CCG may lead to biased significant peaks due to the co-stimulation of both neurons at each trial of the stimulus cycle. In order to circumvent and lessen this potential bias, we employed the shuffling minus subtraction algorithm based on neuron firing rates, and subtracted it from the raw CCG's which eliminated evoked firing (Dong et al., 2008) .
We examined neuronal connectivity between cell-pairs within a time-window of ± 5 ms primarily to unveil putative direct synaptic connections between cells. It has been demonstrated in the macaque MT area that neuronal crosscorrelation between pairs of cells is mostly short-termed within a time-window of 10-100 ms (Bair et al., 2001 ). Though in several investigations various time-windows have been taken into consideration ranging from 3ms to 10 ms (Bartho et al., 2004) to reveal the functional connections between the involved neurons, nonetheless a time window of ± 5ms is most frequently used and is reasonably short.
In addition to disclosing functional projections between neurons, the crosscorrelation technique allows for the evaluation of the strength of neuronal connectivity (through peak-strength) as it is significant in understanding variations of cell-assemblies in response to experience (Bock et al., 2011) . We investigated the changing of probabilityindices prior to and after visual adaptation in order to uncover the modulation mechanisms of neuronal relationships (see next section for details). Indeed, this adaptation process leads to modifications of neural spiking activity attributed to push-pull mechanisms (Bachatene et al., 2012; Bachatene et al., 2013; Ghisovan et al., 2009; Kohn and Movshon, 2004) . It has been demonstrated previously that long adaptation of neurons to a non-preferred stimulus, which is orientation in our experiments, for the most part leads to a decrease in firing activity for the original optimal orientation, and in contrast, a firing increase for the new preferred orientation (Bachatene et al., 2012; Bachatene et al., 2013; Ghisovan et al., 2009) . It was relevant to explore whether the probability modulation of neuronal connectivity is related to the firing rates of neurons, as previously
shown. However, we found no significant correlation between the peak-strengths and the firing rates in our results, as previously described (Duret et al., 2006; Ghisovan et al., 2008; Rolls and Treves, 2011) . In addition, results indicated no relationship between spike waveforms which are attributed to specific putative cellular types, and peak strength fluctuations post-adaptation.
Neuronal connectivity and orientation-selectivity
Neurons within the primary visual cortex are "orientation-detectors," and respond maximally to a properly oriented stimulus presented in their receptive field (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959) . Several studies have demonstrated the ability of V1 neurons to adjust their stimulus-selectivity in order to restructure the primary visual cortex as an "adapted cortex" to the imposed visual environment by a persistent adaptation to a specific stimulus. For instance, such modifications have been reported for orientation (Bachatene et al., 2012; Bachatene et al., 2013; Dragoi et al., 2000; Ghisovan et al., 2009; Kohn and Movshon, 2004) , spatial frequency (Marshansky et al., 2011) , direction of motion (Kohn and Movshon, 2004) and speed (Movshon, 1975) . By changing their preferred features, neurons acquire new optimal properties for a short or long period of time depending on the visual training duration (Bachatene et al., 2013; Ghisovan et al., 2009; Patterson et al., 2013) . In V1, cells are scattered within cortical domains and connected to each other laterally and vertically.
Horizontal connections are characterized as long range connections between neuron s preferring similar stimulus features (Das and Gilbert, 1995; Sompolinsky et al., 1990) which are functionally connected to each other at large distances (Hata et al., 1991; Ts'o et al., 1986 ). Vertical connections are described as inputs to layers II and III from layer IV of the visual cortex (Stratford et al., 1996; Yoshimura et al., 2000) which receives its inputs from LGN (Alonso et al., 1996) . From layers II and III, the connections descend to layers V and VI (Stratford et al., 1996) .
As suggested by crosscorrelogram analysis, neuronal connectivity has been reported to be high between cells with similar preferred parameters due in part to specific connections between cortical domains having similar tuning properties (Alloway and Roy, 2002; Alonso et al., 1996; Bartho et al., 2004; Csicsvari et al., 1998; Yoshimura et al., 2005) . Indeed the correlation between neurons sharing reciprocal tuning properties is well established (Kohn and Smith, 2005; Zohary et al., 1994) . Neuronal connections within the cortex are very specific, mostly depending on the properties of the responses of neurons (Alonso, 2002) . For instance, in macaque visual cortex, it has been shown that correlation varies with stimulus condition and this variation is stronger between neurons sharing similar direction tuning curves (Bair et al., 2001 ). In mouse primary visual cortex, it has been reported that significant pair-wise synchrony is related to orientation preference between neurons (Denman and Contreras, 2013) . Neuronal connectivity can also be related to specific stimulus preference; it has been demonstrated that in mouse visual cortex, the similarity of neuronal activity to a specific feature of the stimulus affects the connection-probabilities; for example, neurons sharing similar selectivity for oriented stimuli exhibit more connectedness with each other than neurons having orthogonal orientation selectivity (Ko et al., 2011) .
These findings provide evidence that stimuli features influence the temporal pattern of neuronal activity (Gray et al., 1990) . Nevertheless, following plastic modifications, connectivity patterns among neuronal pairs in V1 have yet to be explored. In the present paper, we sought to examine how the peaks-strengths calculated from crosscorrelation analyses between pair-wise neurons sharing stimulus-feature selectivity are modulated following a long duration visual "training."
Following the critical period, neurons programmed to connect to distinctive neurons that share homogenous orientation-selectivity start responding to a new acquired orientation after visual adaptation, and therefore switch on to connect a different neuronal population to participate in a different sub-network of cells. Indeed, some authors have demonstrated in mouse visual cortex a reorganization of the connectivity configuration. This is related to a higher proportion of links between neurons with similar visual responses, while connections were eliminated between visually unresponsive units, yet the overall connectedness remained unchanged (Ko et al., 2013) . An alternative possibility may be hypothesized. Neurons are connected with excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) fibers and their spiking output is the net outcome of these antagonistic influences. Thus adaptation may strengthen and weaken excitatory and inhibitory connections respectively in order to unlock cellular time-relationships in involved cortical areas whereby a new E-I equilibrium might be considered as a possible scenario for the neuronal variability dynamic after visual adaptation. The fluctuations of neuronal alterability due to adaptation effects may rebalance the E-I ratio and contribute to the stability of the total inter-neuronal variability (Kasamatsu et al., 2001) . It has been shown in layers 2/3 of the mouse visual cortex that E-I ratios are equalized across pyramidal cells (Xue et al., 2014) . Our results are in concordance with the equalization of excitation-inhibition ratios after adaptation (Fig. 7D, E ).
This is in line with recent findings which assign an important contribution of adaptation to neuronal homeostasis within a population of cells sharing neuronal response uniformity, as well as visual feature selectivity (Benucci et al., 2013) . We reported that adaptation restructures the neural code following plasticity by maintaining the connectivity strength within the cellular network and redistributing this linkage to different neurons within the assembly (see Fig. 7D , E). In models of cross-orientation, feature-selectivity is induced by inhibitory connections between cells with different orientation preferences (Alonso, 2002) . Furthermore, it has been shown that in relation to differences in orientation-selectivity between two neurons, excitatory, inhibitory and common input correlations occur mostly in neuronal pairs with a difference of orientation preference inferior to 45 degrees (Hata et al., 1991) . Moreover, adaptation may provide a 'window of opportunity' for recipient neurons to modify excitatory/inhibitory balance in order to reorganize the spiking cortical activity (Stanley, 2013) . Indeed, complex feedforward-feedback mechanisms emerge within the primary visual cortex in order to reorganize the signal processing following plasticity (Fahle, 2004) .
Therefore, we postulate that orientation-selective neuronal pairs modify the strength of connections following adaptation in order to recalibrate the neural code.
Such rapid changes may not be accounted by structural modifications, there are most likely due to modification of equilibrium between excitation and inhibition influences to a recorded cell which allows silent synapses to become effective. For instance, in mouse visual cortex, it has been demonstrated that a single dendritic branch receive synaptic drives from a large spectrum of orientations (Jia et al., 2010) .
Excitatory and inhibitory cells coordinate time-related firing activity to maintain the neuronal population output during visual information processing.
Conclusion
Visual adaptation of neurons to non-optimal stimuli suggests the adaptability of neuronal code to visual stimuli. In the primary visual cortex, neurons respond in coordination with neighboring cells to the trigger features, and encode stimuli properties by constituting cell assemblies (Kampa et al., 2011; Lee and Reid, 2011; Wallace and Kerr, 2010) 
Experimental procedures
Ethical approval
Animal surgery procedures and electrophysiological recordings followed the guidelines 
Animal surgery
Electrophysiological recordings were performed using multielectrodes within V1 area of adult domestic cats (Felis catus). Eleven adult cats (2.5-3. Proper depth of anaesthesia was ensured throughout the experiment by monitoring the EEG, the electrocardiogram and expired CO2. In addition the heart rate remained unmodified after skin stimulation. The end-tidal CO2 partial pressure was kept constant between 25 and 30 mmHg. A heated pad was used to maintain a body temperature of 37.5°C. Tribrissen (Schering-Plough, Pointe-Claire, QC, Canada; 30 mg kg -1 per day, subcutaneous) and Duplocillin (Intervet, Withby, ON, Canada; 0.1 ml kg -1 , intramuscular) were administered to the animals to prevent bacterial infection. The pupils were dilated with atropine sulfate (Isopto-Atropine, Alcon, Mississauga, ON, Canada; 1%) and the nictitating membranes were retracted with phenylephrine hydrochloride (Mydfrin, Alcon, Mississauga, ON, Canada; 2.5%). The loci of the area centrales were inferred from the positions of the blind spots, which were ophthalmoscopically focused and back projected onto a translucent screen. In order to verify the stability of the eye this procedure was repeated at the end of tests. Plano contact lenses with artificial pupils (5 mm diameter) were placed on the cat's eyes to prevent the cornea from drying (University of Montréal, PQ, Canada).
At the end of each experiment, euthanasia was achieved with a lethal dose of pentobarbital sodium (Somnotol, MTC Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, ON, Canada; 100 mg kg -1 ) by intravenous injection.
Electrophysiology
Multi-unit activity in the primary visual cortex was carried out with tungsten microelectrode (Frederick Haer & Co, Bowdoinham, ME, USA; 2-10 MΩ at 1 kHz).
Each set of electrodes, consisting of a four microelectrode in linear array (inter-electrode spacing of 400 µ) enclosed in stainless steel tubing, was controlled by a separate micromanipulator. The signal from the microelectrodes was amplified, band-pass filtered (300 Hz-3 kHz), digitized and recorded with a 0.05 ms temporal resolution (Spike2, CED, Cambridge, England). We recorded at an average of 400-500µm cortical depth from two recording sites (Average of three neurons recorded per electrode per session).
Action potentials were sorted out using a window discriminator for further off-line
analyses. Multiunit signals from one electrode included well-isolated single units. The spike sorting method was based on cluster classification in reduced space (Spike2, CED).
The stability of each cell's activity across conditions was verified qualitatively by visual control of the clusters disposition and of the waveforms shape. Auto-correlograms and principal component analysis were systematically performed to insure proper single cell capture (refractory period for auto-correlograms). Spike-count correlation was used to ascertain that spikes emerged from different neurons. 85% of neurons were included in the data analyses.
Visual stimulation
Stimulation was monocular (dominant eye, the opposite eye was shut). After clearly detectable activity was obtained, the multiunit receptive fields (RF) were mapped as the minimum response fields (Barlow et al., 1967) by using a hand-held ophthalmoscope. RF edges were determined by moving a light bar from the periphery towards the center until a response was elicited. Eye-screen distance was 57 cm. These preliminary tests revealed qualitative properties such as dimensions, velocity preference, orientation and directional selectivity. Visual stimuli were generated with a VSG 2/5 graphic board (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, England) and displayed on a 21-in. monitor (Sony GDM-F520 Trinitron, Tokyo, Japan) placed 57 cm from the cat's eyes, with 1024x768 pixels, running at 100 Hz frame refresh. Stimuli were drifting sine-wave grating patches (~2° to 5°) covering the excitatory RF (Maffei and Fiorentini, 1973) . Patches characteristics were set to evoke optimal responses: contrast at 80%, mean luminance at 40 Cd.m 2 , optimal spatial and temporal frequencies set within the 0.1-0.5 cycles/deg. and 1.0-2.0 Hz range respectively. The blank screen was uniformly gray (~35 cd m -2 ). In all cases the above parameters were chosen with the aim of evoking the maximal discharges. V1 neurons are known to respond well to sine wave drifting gratings (Bardy et al., 2006) . After manual RF characterization, nine oriented stimuli centered on the preferred orientation were selected and used for the rest of the experiment. With a 22.5° interval between orientations, tuning curves covered 180°. Test orientations were applied in random order.
Each oriented stimulus was presented in blocks of 25 trials lasting 4.1 s each, with a random inter-trial interval (1.0-3.0 s) during which no stimuli were presented. Thus, a recording session lasted for 25-30 min. Peri-stimulus time histograms were recorded.
Once control orientation tuning curves were characterized, an adapting non-preferred stimulus was presented continuously for 12 min. The adapting stimulus was a drifting grating whose orientation was randomly selected in the range 22.5 to 67.5° off of the neuron's preferred orientation (Fig. 8A) . All other stimulus parameters were kept constant, at control values, throughout the recordings. During this adaptation period no recordings were performed. Immediately after adaptation, orientation tuning curves was measured starting with the adapting and control preferred orientations to prevent an unlikely premature recovery, as these two orientations were the center of interest, while the remaining orientations were recorded in random order.
Cells' isolation
Given that the multi-unit activity was recorded concurrently from same tips using multielectrodes, it was essential to ascertain that cells were well isolated, because the same unit may exhibit sufficiently different waveforms (for instance magnitude in relation to distance between recording tip), and thus belong to different clusters in principal component analysis. Cell-separation was based on spike-waveforms, cluster-isolation using first principal components analyses, autocorrelograms and trial-count correlation (TC).
Cluster analysis was performed using Spike2 (CED, Cambridge, England) in a 3-dimensional plot. The isolation distance was calculated using the Mahalanobis distance; it defines boundaries of constant probability around the multi-dimensional center of the distribution. This estimation allows the separation of a cluster from the nearest cluster. All clusters within Mahalanobis distance of 2.5 were considered for analysis .
Trial-count correlation (TC) denotes the trial by trial Pearson correlation-coefficient
between simultaneously recorded firing of two neurons in response to the presentation of the identical stimulus. In response to the same grating, the same unit fires identically regardless of spike amplitude. In order to eliminate such occurrences, we correlated neural activities of each cell-pair for every applied trial (25 trials, same stimulus, duration 4.1 s). Given that optimal orientations eliciting maximal firing rates were chosen for this computation as well as a relatively long time-window analysis (4.1 s), we would have expected a high value for correlation if it had been the same unit, because such a timewindow analysis is sufficiently large to capture the full strength of correlation (Bair et al., 2001; Kohn and Smith, 2005; Reich et al., 2001) . Indeed correlations would be underestimated if the counting window is too short (Cohen and Kohn, 2011) . In spite of such conditions, the found correlations were exceedingly low (average TC = -0.005, see (Cohen and Kohn, 2011; Ecker et al., 2010; Maruyama and Ito, 2013) . This ascertains that firing patterns of the two selected neurons are different and ensures the cells' isolation.
Autocorrelograms preclude contamination by spikes of other units. Anesthesia and animal paralysis reduce the possibility of similar modulations of firing patterns in cells of same clusters due to rapid eye motion or attention (de Kock and Sakmann, 2009 ).
Data analysis and statistical computations
Once single cells were sorted out off-line from multi-unit spike trains accumulated during data acquisition, orientation tuning curves were constructed from raw data. Because orientation tuning is best described by Gaussian-like functions, we fitted our raw data with the von Mises function (Swindale, 1998) . This allowed us to determine with precision the preferred orientation of neurons and then measure shifts in orientation preference. The von Mises function is defined as:
where A is the value of the function at the preferred orientation, c, and b is a width
parameter. An additional parameter, d, represents the spontaneous firing rate of the cell (Kohn and Movshon, 2004; Swindale, 1998) . The above calculations are necessary because tuning curves derived from raw data may be imperfect in determining the preferred orientation since the interval between the stimulus orientations is relatively large, 22.5°. In the cat, over 90% of V1 neurons are well tuned to stimulus orientation (Bishop and Henry, 1972) . It was, however, necessary to ensure that cells in our sample were properly tuned for orientation. We measured an orientation selectivity index (OSI) by dividing the firing rate at orthogonal orientations by the firing rate for the preferred orientation, and subtracting the result from one (Liao et al., 2004; Ramoa et al., 2001 ).
The closer the OSI is to one, the stronger the orientation selectivity. Adaptation induced shifts were measured as the distance between peak positions of the fitted tuning curves before and after conditioning. To assess the statistical significance of tuning shifts, curve fits were generated separately for each of the 25 trials, and the mean difference was tested by a paired t-test. Shifts in preferred orientation larger than 5° were statistically significant (paired sample two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05). Tuning bandwidths were calculated based on the full width at half magnitude of the Gaussian tuning curves. Statistical analyses were performed with Graphpad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, California, USA). Student's t-tests were computed to compare the peaks-strengths between control and post-adaptation conditions, and to compare bandwidths between different classes. Ninety-five percent confidence-interval was used. Gaussian curves were fitted using the following equation:
where y0 is the offset, xc is the center, w is the width and A represents the area.
Non-linear regression analyses were computed using this equation:
where y0 is the offset, A1 and A2 are the amplitudes, t1 and t2 are the widths.
Crosscorrelograms, shift predictor and confidence limits
We generated CCG's between simultaneously recorded spike trains of cell-pairs at specific orientations, i.e. the original optimal orientation and the new optimal orientation of each pair of neurons. Cell-pairs were selected based on their similarity of spiking discharge for these two preferred orientations using an orientation range of ± 22.5 degrees.
CCG's were performed in order to compare the spike distribution of each neuron of the pair within a time-frame; one neuron is set as reference and the second as target; this allows us to show the firing of the target neuron at a specific time-spread in relation to the firing of the reference neuron.
Time axis is divided into bins. The first bin is defined as: XMin, XMin+Bin. The next bin is XMin+Bin, XMin+Bin*2, etc. We calculated the distances from each spike to all spikes of the spike train as follows: Bin counts were then divided by the number of reference events to normalize the counts per bin into probabilities. Fig. 8D illustrates the parameters of CCG's; the red line represents the 95% statistical threshold for the significance of the bins. Each bin-width was set at 1 ms, Y-axis corresponds to the peak-strength calculated from the counts/bin as follows:
where F is the neuron frequency and b represents the bin size of the calculated firing of the neuron (Abeles, 1982) .
The neuron frequency F was calculated as follows: = where T represents the total time interval and N the number of spikes within this interval.
The 95% confidence limit was calculated assuming that the expected bin count (C) has a
Poisson distribution:
where Nref is the number of reference events.
The 95% confidence limit is calculated as follows:
where S represents a random variable which has a Poisson distribution with parameter C.
The bins which fit into the ± 1 ms around the center were classified as synchrony events (putative common afferent input to both neurons). Raw CCG's were corrected by subtracting a shift-predictor algorithm in order to eliminate the putative significant peaks due to the simultaneous stimulation of both cells during each trial. We used linear regression analysis with 95% confidence interval for the entire population of the recorded neuron-pairs to determine the modulation of the peak-strength for the two major specific preferred stimuli (original and newly acquired orientations). Averaged peak-strength (control and post-adaptation) for two conditions: during visual stimulation (red histograms) and during spontaneous activity (black histograms).
Legends of figures
Significant difference was observed for both conditions. (E) Example of two CCG's at two different times (two attempts separated by one hour). This example shows the stability of the peak-strength over a period of time. Comparative histograms of averaged peaks-strengths for the entire matrices between both conditions for original optimal orientation (top) and new optimal orientation (bottom). (F)
Example of an orientation-map generated using optical imaging. It shows the changes of the entire map post-adaptation. 
